We describe and analyze leakage errors of singlet-triplet qubits. Even though leakage errors are a natural problem for spin qubits encoded using quantum dot arrays, they have obtained little attention in previous studies. We describe the realization of leakage correction protocols that can be implemented together with the quantum error correction protocol of the surface code. Furthermore we construct explicit leakage reduction units that need, in the ideal setup, as few as three manipulation steps. Our study shows that leakage errors can be corrected without the need of measurements and at the cost of only a few additional ancilla qubits and gate operations compared to standard quantum error correction codes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Singlet-triplet qubits (STQs) are an excellent candidate for the realization of quantum computation.
1-3 They are a variety of spin qubit, 4 which is coded on the s z = 0 subspace of two electrons that are trapped at a double quantum dot (DQD).
1 Universal single-qubit control is provided by the exchange interactions between the electrons, when the setup is operated at large magnetic fields with a small, time-independent magnetic field gradient across the DQD. 5 The magnetic field gradient causes different phase evolutions of | ↑↓ and | ↓↑ , i.e., when the electrons with antiparallel spin configurations are spatially separated at different quantum dots (QDs). We call this operation a phase gate. If the electrons can tunnel between the QDs, then the doubly occupied configuration at a QD can be approached. Because for a doubly occupied QD the Pauli exclusion principle favors the singlet over the triplet configurations, the difference in the phase evolution of the singlet and the spinless triplet can be controlled through the coupling strength of the DQD. Subnanosecond manipulations of the exchange couplings were realized experimentally using electric signals that detune the QD potentials. 6 We call these operations exchange gates. Universal single-qubit control has been realized for STQs coded using GaAs DQDs 7-9 and Si DQDs.
10,11
Two-qubit gates between neighboring DQDs were proposed theoretically using exchange interactions, 1 
Coulomb interactions,
2 or mediated couplings via a cavity 12, 13 or via another QD.
14 Also the first steps towards the experimental realizations of two-qubit gates have been done. [15] [16] [17] [18] Furthermore the initialization and the readout of STQs has been successfully achieved using the Pauli spin blockade. 6, 19, 20 This paper extends the discussions of fault-tolerant quantum computation 21 for STQs, assuming that the initialization, readout, and universal qubit control have high fidelities.
The leakage of quantum information out of the coding subspace is a generic problem for quantum computers. Because gate operations, as for spin qubits 1, 22 or superconducting qubits, 23 use couplings to states that are not part of the qubit subspace, the manipulations of quantum states increase the probability of leakage. Besides optimized gate sequences for qubit manipulations that reduce the leakage directly for these operations (cf. approaches for the leakage reduction of gates for spin qubits 24, 25 or superconducting qubits [26] [27] [28] ), there is also the need for an independent gate like operation, a "leakage reduction unit" (LRU). 29 Many quantum error correction protocols only refocus qubit errors within the Hilbert space that codes the qubit, e.g., they refocus depolarizing or spin-flip errors. 30, 31 It has been shown that if there is additionally a LRU, then fault-tolerant quantum computation can become tolerant to leakage errors.
29
A protocol to correct leakage errors, which is called "leakage detection unit" (LDU) in the following, was proposed by Gottesman 32 and Preskill. 30 The authors described a gate sequence that detects leakage errors of a data qubit (called "D") by an ancilla qubit (called "A"). D is used for the quantum computation, but A is only needed for the LDU. A is initialized to a known qubit state at the start of the LDU. The LDU inverts A if D has not leaked, but A remains unchanged if leakage has occurred. Measuring the state of A determines if D has leaked and D needs to be reinitialized, or if D is still a valid qubit state. A can be discarded after the LDU.
While the Gottesman-Preskill LDU uses measurements to detect if leakage has occurred, we will show that such a measurement process is indeed not necessary to correct for leakage using LRUs. We introduce two generic approaches to construct LRUs, and apply them specifically to STQs. In every case, an ancilla qubit A is used as a resource to correct the leakage of the data qubit D. For the first LRU, A provides for D a state from the computational subspace if leakage has occurred, but D is untouched without leakage events. After this LRU, A can be discarded. For the second LRU, the state of D is transferred to A only if there has been no leakage. For leakage events, D keeps the leaked state, and A provides a new state from the computational subspace. In total, the definitions of D and A are then interchanged after this LRU.
Recently, there were a few alternative studies of leakarXiv:1412.7010v2 [quant-ph] 23 Feb 2015 age and quantum error correction that treated specific error models of superconducting qubits. 33, 34 These publications consider a specific entangling protocol, and the leakage to just one excited quantum state is taken into account. It was shown that a threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computation still exists in this specific scenario, even without additional LRUs. 33 Note especially that the energetically excited leakage states have a natural decay rate to the computational subspace, where the standard quantum error correction protocols can be used. In contrast, leakage within the spin Hilbert space for spin-qubit encodings is more problematic because the qubit subspace does not necessarily contain the energetic ground state, 35 and thermal relaxation drives a qubit out of the computational subspace.
Specifically for STQs, the data qubit D can leak during the quantum computation from the computational basis with s z = 0 S D , T 36 For STQs, it is easy to initialize an ancilla qubit A to the singlet state S A . 19 We describe LRUs that leave the state of D unchanged if it has not leaked, but we swap the states of A and D if leakage has occurred. A similar LRU was described 37 and constructed 38 for the three-electron spin-qubit encoding. However, there has been no study of STQs, even though this qubit is suited to provide similar LRUs. We will show that STQs provide extremely short and efficient LRUs, ideally using as few as three calculation steps. These protocols can be implemented for arrays of DQDs in a setup that also realizes faulttolerant quantum computation with the surface code at the cost of adding only few additional ancilla qubits to the edges of the surface code lattice.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec. II describes the physical implementation of LRUs for STQs in an architecture suited for quantum error correction with the surface code. Sec. III describes LRUs using exchange interactions that are known to be well-controlled interactions between QDs in close proximity. Sec. IV discusses the possibilities to use alternative interaction mechanism that are more suited for long-range couplings between QDs, and the findings of the paper are summarized.
II. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAKAGE REDUCTION UNITS
We introduce two approaches to realize LRUs for STQs. In every case one ancilla qubit is needed to correct for the leakage of a data qubit. A direct approach corrects the leakage of the data qubit, while the ancilla qubit is only needed during the process of the leakage correction. We call this operation SWAP If Leaked (SIL). Because one is usually working with a lattice of data and ancilla qubits, there is the freedom to interchange the definitions of data and ancilla qubits after the leakage correction step. We call this operation SWAP If Not Leaked (SINL). We will show that the surface code layout permits both leakage correction sequences; it is only that different gate sequences are needed to construct the leakage correction operations.
The SIL operation is defined similarly to earlier studies. 37, 38 In the beginning A is initialized to S A . The SIL operation leaves D unchanged if it has not leaked, but it replaces D with a state from the qubit Hilbert space if leakage has occurred. The truth table for the SIL for STQs is:
A and D indicate the logical function of the qubit, whereas the order of the states always corresponds to the positions of the physical qubits. The constants α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , and β 2 are arbitrary. In general, a leaked state of D cannot be reinitialized to the correct state before the leakage occurred because the point in time when leakage occurred is unknown, and a leakage state faces an uncontrolled phase evolution. In the next step, A is discarded and the ancilla can be used for a different calculation step.
We introduce also a modification of the SIL operation, where the positions of D and A are interchanged after the leakage correction step. We call this operation SINL. The truth table for this LRU is:
The constants α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , and β 2 are arbitrary again. Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagrams of the SIL and SINL operations. For the SIL operation in Fig. 1(a) , the position of the data qubit remains unchanged. For the SINL operation in Fig. 1(b) , the positions of the data and ancilla qubit are interchanged after the leakage correction step.
Standard quantum error correction protocols neglect leakage errors out of the computational subspace. The surface code is one of the most prominent quantum error correction codes, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and tolerates errors of the gate operations, the qubit initializations, and the readout of every qubit below a threshold of about 1% error per operation. This protocol is especially promising because the error corrections and the manipulations of the encoded quantum information only requires nearest-neighbor interactions between neighboring physical qubits on a lattice. The surface code should be reviewed briefly. One errorcorrected qubit is stored in a rectangular lattice of n × n physical qubits, as sketched in Fig. 2 . The red DQDs are the data qubits that encode the quantum information, the blue DQDs are the ancilla qubits that are only needed for the quantum error corrections and the manipulation of the quantum information. Specifically in the case of STQs, one physical qubit is always coded using a two-electron DQD. The lattices of the data qubits and the ancilla qubits are shifted relative to each other, and each data qubit is surrounded only by ancilla qubits. The ancilla qubits are used to measure the parity of the wave function of the surrounding data qubits, which is sufficient to detect qubit errors within the computational subspace.
The surface code setup can be used without changes for the LRUs of Fig. 1 . Because the ancilla qubits do not store any relevant information after the parity check operations of the surface code, these qubits can be initialized to a singlet state and the leakage correction procedure can be executed. One ancilla qubit is needed for every data qubit. In the setup of Fig. 2 , we therefore add additional ancilla qubits to the edges of the surface code lattice. For the SINL operation, the definitions of data and ancilla qubits swap after the leakage correction procedure, which results in a shift of the surface code layout after one leakage correction step. Note that two similar approaches to include leakage corrections to quantum error correction protocols were discussed recently.
44,45
The realization of our LRU does not cause a large overhead in the number of ancilla qubits that are required for an encoded qubit. The number of ancilla qubits only increases linearly in the size of the surface by O (n), while each error-corrected qubit needs O n 2 qubits. A study of error-corrected qubits that are sufficient for quantum computation suggests patch sizes of n > 60. 46 Also the addition of LRUs to the surface code algorithm does not increase the number of gate operations significantly. One round of leakage correction requires one additional LRU for every data qubit. In contrast, one data qubit is involved in four parity check operations in one round of the surface code error correction. Figure 2 . Setup for fault-tolerant quantum computation with the surface code that also tolerates small leakage errors. A two-electron DQD encodes a qubit. The red DQDs are the data qubits, the blue DQDs are the ancilla qubits. The data qubits lie on the vertices of the black rectangular lattice, the ancilla qubits lie on the vertices of the gray lattice that is the dual lattice of the black one. Note that these lattices do not represent any physical interactions, and only nearestneighbor interactions between a data qubit with each of the surrounding ancilla qubits are needed. Furthest to the right are some additional ancilla qubits that are needed for the LRUs. The ancilla qubits can serve both as the syndrome qubits for the quantum error correction in the surface code and as the ancilla qubits for the leakage corrections. In the LRUs each data qubit must interact with one ancilla qubit, as sketched by the orange circles around pairs of neighboring DQDs.
III. LEAKAGE CORRECTION SEQUENCES
We specifically describe LRUs for one data qubit D and one ancilla qubit A, as sketched in Fig. 3 . We consider a setup of DQDs in close proximity, where the electron transfer between the DQDs is possible, such that the DQDs are coupled by exchange interaction.
1 It does not matter if there is a direct exchange interaction between the DQDs, or if the exchange interaction is mediated via another QD as in Ref. [14] . We will discuss the possibility to use long-range interactions for the leakage correction of STQs in Sec. IV.
Universal single-qubit control of D, which is coded using QD 1 and QD 2 , is provided using the exchange interaction J12 4 (σ 1 · σ 2 − 1) and a magnetic field gradient
T is the vector of Pauli operators for the electrons at QD i , and
is the energy difference arising from the local magnetic fields at QD 1 and QD 2 . We assume we have independent control over J 12 and ∆E 12 . In reality, more complicated manipulation protocols will likely be needed and the approach of Ref. [47] can be applied to the following gates if the need arises. A single-qubit phase gate of D is described by the time evolution
where the rotation angle is determined by φ = . 48 The equivalent definitions are used for A, which is coded using QD 3 and QD 4 , giving the phase gate Z φ and the exchange gate X φ . Figure 3 . Setup for the LRU of a data qubit (red DQD) with an ancilla qubit (blue DQD). The electron tunnelings between neighboring QDs are allowed, giving the exchange interactions J12, J23, and J34. The magnetic fields at each QD can be independently prepared, defining the magnetic field gradients ∆E12, ∆E23, and ∆E34.
The LRU additionally requires an interaction between D and A; we assume that the exchange operation J 23 between QD 2 and QD 3 can be controlled by electric gates. It can be desirable that the magnetic fields at QD 2 and QD 3 differ during these entangling operations, giving the energy difference ∆E 23 = E 
for φ = J23t h and ψ = ∆E23t h . Note that setting the magnetic fields at QD 1 and QD 4 to the same value is not strictly required; differences of the magnetic fields at QD 1 and QD 4 can be corrected by single-qubit gates of D and A.
In general, the universal control of the spin Hilbert space of four electrons also requires the control over the spatially homogeneous global magnetic field and the relative magnetic fields between the DQD pairs. For our gate sequences, these magnetic fields are not specified because they are not explicitly needed in our gate constructions. Note especially that a spatially homogeneous global magnetic field across the four QDs is still desirable for STQs because it reduces the leakage from the computational subspace. Such a magnetic field is irrelevant for our LRUs because it commutes with all the described interactions. It will provide in total only an overall phase factor between the different total s z subspaces.
We use a numerical search algorithm to find the SIL gate sequence according to Eqs. (1)- (4), similarly to earlier studies 22, 38 (cf. Ref. [14] for a more detailed description of the search algorithm). Fig. 4(a) is the simplest SIL sequence we found, which we call SIL 1 , when a magnetic field gradient between QD 2 and QD 3 is present. SIL 1 needs three interactions between D and A. U 1 2 ,
is the same gate that we used in Ref. [14] to entangle two STQs. U 1 2 ,0 is a SWAP operation between the spins at QD 2 and QD 3 . The constants of Eqs. (3)- (4) are
2 ,0 , an evolution only under J 23 is needed, while ∆E 23 must be turned to zero. It might be favorable to replace
because, in general, fast modifications of ∆E 23 are difficult. If there is no magnetic field gradient between QD 2 and QD 3 , then we need four exchange operations between D and A for the SIL operation. This gate, which we call SIL 2 , is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The single-qubit gate operations are just a specific choice, and they can be substituted by other gate sequences. The constants according to Eqs. (8) . Note that the designations of D and A reverse after these gate sequences. If the magnetic fields at QD 2 and QD 3 can differ, then only three operations are needed to construct the SINL operation. Fig. 5(a) shows this gate sequence, which we call SINL 1 . The constants of Eqs. (7)- (8) 
We also found a SINL operation for identical magnetic field at QD 2 and QD 3 in a nine step sequence. The constants of SINL 2 in Fig. 5(b) are given in Appx. A. and cavity-mediated 17,18 two-qubit operations have been made, it still remains an open problem to raise the effective interaction strength I to sufficiently high magnitudes that allow high-fidelity entangling operations before the qubit dephases.
Our study has shown that an array of DQDs realizes a setup for fault-tolerant quantum computation of STQs that even tolerates leakage errors. Earlier studies have shown that high-fidelity single-qubit 47 and twoqubit 2,14,50 gate operations can indeed be realized theoretically in these systems. Experiments have realized excellent single-qubit gates, 6-11 while high-fidelity twoqubit gates are still to be done. The initialization and the readout of STQs can be done with high fidelities, such that fault-tolerant quantum computation can readily be implemented. To additionally include LRUs, we proposed a lattice of DQDs, where the exchange operations between QDs of the data qubit and the ancilla qubit can be controlled. In the ideal setup, with different magnetic fields at the involved, neighboring QDs, our LRU only requires three calculation steps.
Our described LRUs use one ancilla qubit for every coded qubit, while the ancilla qubits are only needed during the leakage corrections. We describe two methods for leakage corrections. In one case, the ancilla qubits are only used as a resource to provide a state from the qubit subspace if leakage has occurred. In the other case, the data qubit and the ancilla qubit change their positions if no leakage has occurred. Because the ancilla qubits are required anyway in standard quantum error correction protocols, both approaches to construct LRUs are equally permitted. We find that the freedom of moving the quantum information by one lattice site during the leakage correction step generally results in shorter gate sequences.
None of our LRUs require any measurements opposed to LDUs that were proposed earlier. 30, 32 LRUs are especially superior over LDUs if the measurement process is time consuming or disturbed by errors. Our LRUs can easily be added to the surface code error correction codes to achieve fault-tolerant quantum computation. They will neither add a large overhead in the number of required ancilla qubits, nor in the calculation steps compared to standard error correction codes.
We briefly discuss the possibility of leakage propagation in surface code calculations of STQs. Our LRUs map a leakage error to a regular gate error. One should notice that an uncorrected leaked qubit does not introduce additional leakage during the regular error-correction step. Exchange interactions leave the s z quantum numbers of the involved spins unchanged, which only provides the possibility to transfer leakage, but exchange gates cannot produce additional leakage events. Coulomb interactions and cavity-mediated couplings cannot transport leaked qubits, and therefore they can only cause a propagation of qubit errors. In total for quantum error correction protocols with STQs, leaked qubits catalyze gate errors, but two-qubit gates between STQs cannot create additional leaked qubits from an uncorrected leaked qubit. A thermal accumulation of leakage states for STQs will ultimately destroy the possibility to achieve fault tolerant quantum computation. If we add LRUs, we are able to stabilize the leakage at the level of a single LRU. Altogether we only increase the effective gate errors in the surface code and expect that the threshold criterion of the surface code should persist when we add LRUs.
Our study can be continued with an in-depth analysis of specific error models for spin qubits to describe leakage errors in addition to the usual gate, initialization, and readout errors. It is especially important to analyze the consequences of imperfect leakage correction sequences more quantitatively. Decoherence is the main obstacle to construct high-fidelity quantum gates for spin qubits (cf., e.g., Refs. [19, 20] ), and it will also disturb our leakage correction protocols such that leakage errors are only partly recovered. Furthermore our study should bring attention to the problem of leakage errors in the field of quantum computation with spin qubits, where it has received little attention so far. Not only can our proposed LRUs mitigate leakage errors, but they also show that leakage errors do not present a fundamental problem for fault-tolerant quantum computation. 
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